Want to earn $300 or more

Refer families to me. If the family actually hosts a student, you will receive $300 from CIEE (ciee.org/host) for each referral. Host families provide meals and a bed and care.

Moritz is a 16 year old boy from GERMANY. I like laughing and many of my friends say that I can always see something positive even if it’s a really bad situation. I spend a lot of my time reading articles about pretty much everything linked to cars reaching from simple things like engine layouts all the way up to rather complex CFD analyzes. I also like food. Not the cooking part, but the eating one. GPA: 3.50 ELTiS: 239

Jorge is a 16 year old boy from SPAIN I am really sociable and talkative (which helps me to meet people), creative and imaginative. I love practicing many sports as basketball, playing video-games and whatever related to technology. I also love animals (as a matter of fact, I have a dog) Meals won’t be a problem, because I can eat anything and prepare my own food. It would be very nice for me to do some more hours of volunteer, GPA: 3.90 ELTiS: 223

Kanit is a 16 year old boy from THAILAND. I am from Land of Smiles, so I like to smile. My nickname is Sing. My favorite subject is English, and my favorite sport is basketball. I would like to be an exchange student because I would like to be able to speak English fluently, to learn of American cultures, and to live with a host family. I am sure this will be a great year for me. GPA: 3.80 ELTiS Form 2 Score: 226. Program Length: 10 months

Anita Akin, Anadarko, OK Field Manager and coordinator

405 606 1790